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Release highlights 

Rename dashboard panels for better understanding  

When they pulled information from the same report, dashboard panels have had to carry the same name even if the 

data was filtered differently to show distinct results. (For instance, a dashboard includes two "Gifts Last 30 Days" panels, 

but one filters results by solicitor; the other, for gifts over $5,000.) Now when you configure a dashboard, you can edit 

the name of a dashboard panel to reflect more precisely what each panel shows. You can also restore a name of a panel 

to its default name. 

 

 

  

Simply put, more info available 

Several improvements in ClearView CRM 2.7.9 offer more information on prospects, payments, and more. 

 

 

 

 

 

Administrators can now add new 

fields to the Prospect and the 

Payments VAEs and data table 

configurations to show assigned units.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Administrators can now configure the 

Prospect full data table and dashboard 

panel views to include new 

demographics fields, including maiden 

name, verified spouse date of birth, 

and numerous user-defined fields. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Prospect VAE Configuration, 

administrators can make fields 

available so users can view, add and 

edit the Month fields for a Prospect, 

and set prospect-level billing 

schedules for donors. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Formerly available only in Operational 

Tools, a number of Event Elements 

and Expenses filter options, including 

Prospect and Project ID, and Item 

Code, are now available in ClearView. 

 

 

 

  

Full list of completed work 

New features 

Reference no. Description 

CV-6716 Users who are configuring a dashboard can now rename panels so that they can distinguish 

among panels that currently carry the same name but filter on different results.  

CV-6947  The Solicitor Goals data table now shows the actual dates represented by Time Value and 

Time Dimension fields. 

CV-6952 A yellow banner now displays across the ClearView screen when users are working in a 

test environment. 

Improved features 

Reference no. Description 

CV-6757 Administrators can “hide” certain reports in the Report Library if they are not applicable to 

their organization. They accomplish this by clicking Make Unavailable next to appropriate 

reports in the Reports List section of Administration. 

CV-6837  Users can now add a new reg_name (guest) row when they edit a registration in Edit All 

mode. 

CV-6936  The Gifts (Associated) count on a Prospect Summary View (and the related data table) 

now update in real time instead of using possibly outdated warehouse data. 

CV-6951  In Batch Details screens, a text warning that a prospect has an open pledge displays 

immediately alongside a warning triangle. 

CV-6953  New demographics fields, including maiden name and spouse date of birth, are now 

available for the Prospect full data table and for dashboard panel views. 

CV-6958  Administrators can now add new fields to the Payment VAE configuration and the data 

table configuration so that users can see the assigned unit for a prospect and for payments 

from the Payment data table.  

CV-6961  When users click Save and View or Save, a spinning circle icon now lets them know that 

function is in the process of storing the newly added data. 

CV-6969  In Prospect VAE Configuration, administrators can now make fields available so that users 

can view, add and edit the prospect “month” fields and set prospect-level billing schedules 

for donors. 

CV-6976  The UI text about Mailing Date in Selection Utility is now clearer. 

CV-6984  Event Elements and Expenses filter options available in Operational Tools are now also 
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available in ClearView. These include Prospect ID, Project ID, and Item Code. 

Fixes 

Reference no. Description 

CV-6829  Comprehensive Event Reporting now displays reports only in the Events category.. 

CV-6851  The Tags Category column in Table Maintenance now sorts correctly in alphabetical 

ascending or descending order. 

CV-6899  Creating a user in Operational Tools (PledgeMaker) no longer creates a duplicate user in 

the ClearView user list. 

CV-6932  The Pledge Billing Party field on Pledge Detail record is now correctly a prospect lookup. 

CV-6964 Clicking on the Associated table from ClearView’s data dictionary no longer causes an 

error. 

CV-6973 Events Elements & Expense now displays $0 in the Total Cost column if the Item Quantity 

is null or 0. 

CV-6986  Users editing Batch Detail records with Notify Parties or Associations no longer receive an 

error message when they try to save their edits. 

CV-6990  Users recording a Batch Detail that includes a credit-card payment no longer receive an 

error message when they try to save the record. 

 

Setup notes for installed clients 

ClearView’s system default Jaspersoft version is now 6.2. JasperServer 5.6.1 will continue to work with Clearview, 

however you may need to update your organization's compatibility setting so that the application works correctly. 

Contact your account manager if you’re interested in upgrading to Jasper 6.2.1. 

Installed clients can contact Client Services with any inquiries regarding upgrading ClearView and JasperReports: 

support@softrek.com. 

Core donor database version 

ClearView 2.7.9 requires a minimum PledgeMaker schema version of 4.7.3.4. Additionally, ClearView 2.0+ requires at 

minimum Oracle Database version 11g.  ClearView 2.7.9 requires Java 7 (JDK 1.7) to be installed on the server on 

which it runs. 

Workstation requirements and supported browsers 

To obtain the best performance results with ClearView CRM, workstations should have the following specifications (at 

minimum): 

 Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent 

 2GB of RAM 

 1280x1024 desktop resolution 

 Broadband Internet connection (business-level DSL, cable, fiber-optic, etc.)  

Having several applications running concurrently in an operating system can negatively affect any software application's 

performance. Using ClearView CRM on a modern, high-end workstation will mean better, more responsive 

performance. Using ClearView CRM on an older PC running many applications at the same time will likely result in less-

than-optimum performance. Following the above guidelines allows ClearView CRM to offer users the best possible 

experience. 

The following browsers are officially tested and supported for use with ClearView CRM: Internet Explorer 9+, Firefox 

8+, Chrome 15+. 

https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6829
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Previous versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome, as well as the Safari browser, have not been tested and are 

not officially supported. We recommend you use the latest version of any supported browser. 

Client Services contact information 

If you have questions, please contact Client Services: 

support@softrek.com 

800.442.9211 

716.691.2828 (fax) 

 

SofTrek Corporation 

30 Bryant Woods North 

Amherst, N.Y. 14228 

 

 


